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plant

nor

Choose the word that is a coordinating conjunction.

A

B

bikeC

does

have

A

B

orC

yet

roller

A

B

funC

look

so

A

B

helpedC

Wendy could not plant her garden in 
the rain, nor could she bike to the 
store.

Choose the word that is a coordinating conjunction.

The roller coaster was incredibly 
scary yet really fun.

Choose the word that is a coordinating conjunction.

Hayden could not find his phone, so 
we all helped him look for it.

Choose the word that is a coordinating conjunction.

The new restaurant does not have 
burgers or chicken on the kids' 
menu.
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Mary will donate her
shirt collection

once she cleans out
her closet.

Choose the segment that is a dependent clause.

A

B

After school is finished

you can come over
and play

A

B

Mary will donate her shirt collection 
once she cleans out her closet.

Choose the segment that is a dependent clause.

After school is finished, you can 
come over and play.

Kyla got a doughnut

since she was early

Choose the segment that is a dependent clause.

A

B
Although Harry worked
hard
he did not make
the team.

A

B

Kyla got a doughnut since she was 
early.

Choose the segment that is a dependent clause.

Although Hary worked hard, he did 
not make the team.
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